**TESTIVE**

FREE ACT Test Preparation in RUReady.ND.gov!

Students can start studying for their ACT test by logging into their RUReady.ND (www.ruready.nd.gov) account and accessing the TESTIVE test prep site. Everything is done online, which means students can study in the classroom or at home!

**READING**

The SCIENCE ACT exam is 35 minutes long and consists of 40 questions in the following areas:

- Social Studies 25%
- Literary Narrative or Prose Fiction 25%
- Natural Sciences 25%
- Humanities 25%

**TESTIVE in the Professional Center!** Track your students’ test prep progress. Have access to the following reports:

- Score Improvement Report
- Total Questions Practiced Over Time Report
- Completed Practice Test Report
- Past Weekly Practice Report

[https://procenter.ruready.nd.gov](https://procenter.ruready.nd.gov)